
The candidate's understanding of the English language, its correct usage and
his writing ability would be tested. Questions on short essay, comprehension, pr6cis,
letter writing, paragraph dti"g / report wdtin& transLation from English to
Telugu etc. would be included.

OR

URDU @EGREE STANDARD) (DESCRIPI IVE TYPE)

Arithmetic: It will include questions on problems relating to number system, simplc
interest, compound interest, ratio & proportion, average, percentage, profit & lcss,
time & worl work & wages, time & distance, clocks & calendars, partnership,
mensuration etc.

Test of Reasoning: It will include questions of both verbal & non-verba.l type and
include question on analogies, similarities and differences, spatial visualisatiory
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ANNEXURE II

SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION

PAPER I:

ENGLISH (DEGREE STANDARD) (DESCRIPIIVE TYPE)

PAPER II:

TELUGU (DEGREE STANDARD) (DESCRIFTIVE TYPE)

The candidate's understanding of the Telugu language, its correct usage and his
writing ability would be tested. Questions on short essay, comprehensiory pr6cis,
letter writing, paragraph writing / report writing, translation from Telugu to
English etc. would be included.

The candidate's understanding of the Urdu language, its correct usage and his
writing ability would be tested. Questions on short essay, comprehension, pr6cis,
letter writing, paragraph writing / report writing, translation from Urdu to English
etc. would be included.

PAPERIII: ARITHMETIC (SSC STANDARD) & TEST OF REASONINGJ

MENTAL ABILITY (OBTECTIVE TYPB (2OO OUESTIONS)



Test of Reasoning: It will include questions of both verbal & non-verbal type and
include question on analogies, similarities and differences, spatial visualisation,
spat'.I spatial orientation, problem solving, analysis, judgment, decision making,
visual memory etc.

1. General Science - contemporary developments in science and technology and
their implications including matters of everyday observation and experience,
contemporary issues relating to protection of environment as may be
expected of a well educated person who has not made a special sfudy of any
scientific diripline.

2. Current events of national and intemational importance.

3. History of lndia - emphasis will be on broad general understanding of the
subject in its social, economic, cultutal and political aspects. Indian National
Movement.

AWARDING OF MARKS: For each question, the candidate will be awarded full
marks, if he or she darkened only one bubble that corresponds to the correct answer.

ln case, the candidate has not darkened any bubble, he or she will be awarded zero

mark for that question.

NOTE: ln case any dispute about arises about any question or answer, the decision
taken by the Subject Experts Committee shall be final. The Board does not prescribe
any particular textbook or publication and is not bound by the material appearing in
any book or publication.
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PAPER IV: GENERAL STUDIES (DEGREE STANDARD) (OBTECTIVE TYPE)

(200 ouEsTroNs)

4. Geography of lndia

5. Indian Polity and Economy - including the Counby's political system, rural
development, planning and economic reforms in India,


